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Our response 

Hello Krish, as promised here is the website draft. Hope you like it.  
 
http://www.theresponsivewebdesigns.com/client/krish/ 
 
Please not that we are yet to re write the entire content, we would be writing your bio as a third 
person narrating your story. We are using dummy content on places as well which will be written soon 
as well once the design is signed off.  
 
Also we are using dummy stock images, we will change and replace once you provide us actual images 
or if you have selection of images from http://bigstockphoto.com/ let us know we can source it for 
you. For now we have the design draft ready and will take it there from changing images to content.  
 
We can work on colors as well from here on logo as well as the website. So no worries on that.  
 
We have kept it simple and easy to navigate yet classy.  
 
Let us know  
 
Kind Regards 
rahul 

Client message 

Hi Rahul, 
 
Thank you for the update. The design is definitely classy and I am quite happy with the overall feel of it 
and puts a smile on my face :).  

 

 Listed below are my queries/suggestions/feedback.  

 

Point-1 

Content 

 

With regards to the About Us do you think I should have one common one or one for each service? I 

am in the process of writing some more content for that section and will send it along with the FAQ for 

events. Will make minor changes to other sections and send that thru as well. The highlight text bit 

also needs to be made more professional and I'm sure you will get rid of all the grammatical errors 

which I may have missed while sending you over the doc. 

Our response:  No it is not necessary to have about us for each service. We have placed the text 

and will be re writing it soon so that it goes well with the flow.  

Point-2 

 

Colour Theme 

The logo and wedding section would look really good in a gold theme. At present I believe its more of a 

shade of yellow. I m liking the colours for the events section. The travel is a bright pink I assume and 

I'm wondering if a royal blue will suit it more? Leave that to you.  
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Our response:  Changed to royal blue 

Point-3 

 

Font 

Do you have more choices on the running hand font and the headers. Will the headers on the top look 

good in the same font of the logo? The main content I believe has to be something neutral like 

Cambria?  

 

Our response:  Changed the font.  

 

Point-4 

 

Bullet Pointers/Section Lines 

Another thing, I noticed you have hearts for bullet points and between the design line separating 

sections. The diamond for events and aeroplane for travel seem perfect however was wondering if the 

hearts can be changed to a wedding ring/engagement ring. 

 

Our response: Done  

Point-5 
 

Images 

Having just set up my email I am in the process of drafting emails to potential suppliers and the ones I 

have worked with to provide me some images. I m not sure how this is going to work so in the 

meanwhile if you could source me Indian wedding images which have been conducted in UK/USA that 

would help. I haven't been able to find many images via Bigstock however will send you across ones I 

have downloaded in the next couple of days. Regarding the headshot image, I'm not sure if I want to 

have this yet and even if I do will have to get a professional one clicked as I'm a firm believer of first 

impressions!!! Haha!!! I have some from my own wedding in the UK and will ask my photographer for 

permission as her contract did state that! Just so that you know my wife, Mousumi will be the front 

face for weddings and events while I will be running the show from behind, at least that is the plan!  

Our response: Here is link to choose Indian wedding pictures. Let us know and we can choose 

on your behalf or if you any selection provide us links of those images and we would download 

and source those.   http://www.bigstockphoto.com/search/indian-weddings/ 

 

Point -6 

Contact: For the contact section here are my details; 
 
Phone: +44 7511 55 99 01 
 
Email: info@tailormade360.co.uk 
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Skype: tailormade360º  
 

 

Our response: Contact details updated  

Point -7 

P.S. Tailormade360º was available on Twitter when I last checked. Are you able to create an account in 
that name? 
 
I will try and send the edited content and FAQ by tomorrow. Thank you once again!  
Regards, 
Krish 
 

 

Our response: 
Tailormade360 on twitter have been secured.  

 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 
Client message: 

I have attached a screenshot of the webpage and font colour as viewed from a mobile device. As you 

can see the font colour/background images makes it difficult to read.  

Our response: 

Issue has been fixed now.  

 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

 
 

Client message: 

Can we have the HOME ABOUT US etc on top right one font size smaller? Also is Muli better than 

Questrail by Joe Prince (Normal 400) in your opinion? 

Our response: 

We could not find Questrail in google font. And yes Muli looking more professional than Work 
Sans . 
 
 HOME ABOUT US etc on top right has been made one font size smaller. 
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Client message: 

Could we try the running hand font in - Niconne by Vernon Adams 

 

Please suggest.  

Our response: 

Hello Krish, font has been changed for heading.  
 
Please have a look and let us know.  
 

Client message:  

FONT  

 

Thats looks good to me.  

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Client message:  

HEADER 

Change Wedding to Weddings 
 

Our response: Its done.  

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Client Message 

Also soon after you click on Weddings you get a yellowish gold bar with all links to the wedding 

section. What other colour can we have for this bar? 

Our response: 

- Let us know what color your want there?  

Client Message 

Maybe I will finalize after we have the final background image. Was looking for a darker tone of gold 

same with the header font. Like the bottom part of the logo if Im making sense. But we can leave this 

till the final image comes on. 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 
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Client Message 

With regards to the HOME ABOUT US bar what font size is it currently?  

Also, all the main content (in Muli font) what font size is it currently? 

Our response: 

HOME ABOUT US bar font size : 15px 
 
and same for main content. The difference is just that bar is Capitalised and main is not.  
 
Regards 

 

Client message 

Can we try and change the font size to 14px? When I was testing the fonts I saw them in 13px which I 
liked however will try the 14px first.  

Our response: 

Font has been changed now. 

 

Client message 

Looks good to me! 

Cheers 

Krish 
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